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ANNOUNCEMENTS

A Great Term Starts with Early Classroom Review and Scheduling a Tech Demo 

Classrooms and learning spaces for Fall 2024 are assigned months before the term starts. It is important to have
instructors review their assigned classroom locations and amenities as soon as possible, especially if they plan to
request a disability-related accommodation for a classroom space. The RCS team partners with the Disability Resource
Center (DRC) to review classroom assignments based on known accommodation requests in early August and again
weekly until the first day of classes. Early action to request a new accommodation will help in classroom relocation or
swaps before the start of the term.  

Another way to help ensure classrooms meet instructors’ needs is to schedule a demonstration of classroom amenities
before the term begins. The Classroom Technology Services (CTS) team can hold sessions before the term starts to help
instructors get familiar with their instructional space and the included classroom technology. This can be valuable time
spent to make the most of new equipment or collaborative technology. Instructors can schedule demos via email or by
calling 520-621-3852. Please share this information with your department! 

https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=c98ad6ac03caaaca2f9fee46b2e997664fff5923d7e0128104e0b7a7133ffa6ad9af43623e5ac18dd836541cfc3777a36b80d761bae4d402
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=c98ad6ac03caaacaadb6e68e17f527f222fb9078d3772c79045e220e9aaa2a3bb8ab91f45cf07f66fb79d05c6d0ede6357789af9c2795128
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=c98ad6ac03caaaca3e8d6a2622e1a7054becfed41af315f3a03714b24bf7008f00be42d7c6cab8599647854e1949a1f1e1ff77b847d09ef0
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=c98ad6ac03caaaca3e8d6a2622e1a7054becfed41af315f3a03714b24bf7008f00be42d7c6cab8599647854e1949a1f1e1ff77b847d09ef0
mailto:UITS-CTS@arizona.edu?subject=


No or Low Enrollment? Plan Now for Fall 2024 Room Swaps & Room Releases 

Starting August 1, 2024, if a class section assigned to a Centrally Scheduled Classroom has fewer students enrolled
than anticipated, the section may be moved to a smaller classroom better suited to the level of enrollment. By
reviewing real-time student enrollment and making timely adjustments based on actual space needs, RCS can more
efficiently use the Centrally Scheduled Classrooms.  

Classes that have no students enrolled by August 1, 2024, and are assigned a Centrally Scheduled Classroom, will have
that room released, and the Class Status will be changed to "Canceled". At this time, departments can choose to
cancel sections that have no enrollment by using a Section Form. Please refer to the Section Form Success resource
guide for additional guidance and best practices. 

The RCS team has begun communications with department schedulers to initiate planning for potential room swaps or
releases based on projected enrollment. RCS requests department schedulers share any rationale that should be
considered before making room assignment changes beginning August 1. For more information on the policy, and
other policy updates for this cycle of open scheduling, please revisit the recording and deck presented at the  Open
Scheduling Winter 2024 and Spring 2025 Kickoff Webinar.  

Final Weeks of Winter 2024 & Spring 2025 Open Scheduling 

Mark your calendars that July 31 is the last day of Open Scheduling, where department schedulers may add, change,
or cancel class sections independently in UAccess. After Open Scheduling ends, department schedulers need to use a
Section Form and work directly with Room and Course Scheduling to request most edits to the Schedule of Classes. 

REMINDER:

Harvill (HARV) Elevator Restoration in Spring 2025

No elevator access to levels 1, 3, and 4 means HARV rooms on those levels will be removed from
room optimization. Limited availability remains on the ground level 2. 
Centrally Scheduled Classrooms and Departmentally Scheduled Classrooms on levels 1,3, and 4 will
not be available. The RCS team will help redistribute class sections typically assigned to HARV to
other CSCs. 

Plan other classrooms for priority scheduling requests!
Consider scheduling outside of prime-time meeting patterns. 

Before July 31, department schedulers should take action to make changes:

Meeting patterns: update days and times

https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=1445906d53452fb45c910102ac9ecb696619e536de43393f04b649ee4d9700244675f9373dc52766e3ecf9eb4a0178e6bd3909255e3455b9
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=1445906d53452fb4dda0ad559b89cbe77bae304f880fbbca871cfddda6d9965c6c93ba0c8f4299cacad6d4c4e6d6e4e5a5dd52a29b9b29f3
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=1445906d53452fb404a024c4e85c77bc6817705724dbd584a1ddc85684216cff35685b7e5fe941706d96df5ee81deb721df40b578422fcb0
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=1445906d53452fb404a024c4e85c77bc6817705724dbd584a1ddc85684216cff35685b7e5fe941706d96df5ee81deb721df40b578422fcb0
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=1445906d53452fb404a024c4e85c77bc6817705724dbd584a1ddc85684216cff35685b7e5fe941706d96df5ee81deb721df40b578422fcb0
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=1445906d53452fb404a024c4e85c77bc6817705724dbd584a1ddc85684216cff35685b7e5fe941706d96df5ee81deb721df40b578422fcb0
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=1445906d53452fb482c5ff3de1713280dc91a43962a38a134f642cdd7bc5a90442c06d4cd1299f9c984fd1216a469a7841e0431a54879889
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=1445906d53452fb472f049884096b32e172dc056ff70f249f8be69d64a8bf6067e41212ecd6140950cb4d47ef0f3c717d8bc1493a7affd0f
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=1445906d53452fb472f049884096b32e172dc056ff70f249f8be69d64a8bf6067e41212ecd6140950cb4d47ef0f3c717d8bc1493a7affd0f
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=1445906d53452fb4dda0ad559b89cbe77bae304f880fbbca871cfddda6d9965c6c93ba0c8f4299cacad6d4c4e6d6e4e5a5dd52a29b9b29f3


Course Attribute Course Attribute Value Description

LANG SPAN Spanish

LANG MAND Mandarin

Facility ID: enter specific Department Facility ID —Departmentally Scheduled Classroom (999-TBA if unknown)
or 999-RMRQST — Centrally Scheduled Classroom
Room characteristics: indicate according to Facility ID listed above 31 — Departmentally Scheduled Classroom,
or 32 — Centrally Scheduled Classroom (also add 35 — for Collaborative Learning Space requests)
Requested Room Capacity & Enrollment Capacity: Update based on historical enrollments.
Combined Sections: Ensure sections being taught simultaneously are set up as combined in the Schedule of
Classes. 

Why take action now? 

Not completing the above items hinders a classroom from being assigned during classroom optimization. Review
more important RCS Dates and Deadlines. The RCS team will continue contacting departments to identify and
resolve inaccuracies found in the preliminary review to help our department partners create an accurate publication
of the Schedule of Classes on October 1, 2024.

Recently Created Attribute: Language of Instruction

The Language of Instruction course attribute can be assigned now to class sections. This course attribute will provide
more detailed class information to students especially when searching for courses during the shopping cart and
enrollment periods. 

The Language of Instruction course attribute, added at the section level, denotes the language of instruction,
specifically for those class sections taught in a language other than English. This attribute will only be applied to non-
language courses and will not apply to language courses such as SPAN 101 or SPAN 102. Please complete the
Language of Instruction Course Attribute request form to submit for a new language description.  

Course Attribute Description: Language of Instruction

Save the Date: Resolution Weeks September 3-13, 2024

Resolution Week appointments are an opportunity to resolve classroom assignment issues, specifically sections
requesting Centrally Scheduled Classrooms that were not assigned rooms during the optimization process based on the
initial class set-up. In preparation for Resolution Weeks, room assignment results for Winter 2024 and Spring 2025
will be published to UAccess on August 23. Department schedulers can then review room assignments and determine

https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=1445906d53452fb49780c4dc866f52ec3121a8a257b0fddcc997adc5a6f869a9bc6144011e6bf237d98ec65c5ea07344c7fd3afaea3c73a7
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=1445906d53452fb410e117d1fd1ebf29e05f19628f98ebbb2fb4d95abd520b8ad966dc9602517e501e40b7963c8a5cf3f0311606bd7a1c6a
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=1445906d53452fb4c775b2867014227967f88af3f5b82757d3edb1b048b0e1ec8e457ce4e5eb7e15b58e8677e950c6bd5a967bf3848e9be0
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=1445906d53452fb4c10826fe4082d3ae064cd3e29799d80d7d25cafee7f479c9e0a5d8160bc1b519747f8ee8ec9bf35565c9edcf5f8eda6a


which sections may need additional attention via a resolution appointment.  

We encourage all department schedulers to attend a resolution appointment scheduled over two weeks, September 3-
13. This cycle the Section Form will open, prior to Resolution Weeks, on August 23. With the entire RCS team pitching in

to support the start of fall term and Resolution Weeks, Section Forms submitted prior to September 13 may expect
extended response times.

SCHEDULING TIP

Understanding Optimization: What to Do if You Don't Get a Room? 

Classroom assignment optimization is a process within the program Ad Astra that takes class information entered
during Open Scheduling and pairs it with the Centrally Scheduled Classrooms that RCS has in its inventory. The RCS
team is facilitating the optimization process from August 1-22. During this time, most classes are seamlessly assigned
to a classroom during the process, but some classes are not able to be placed due to various reasons:

Bottleneck

When too many sections are attempting to schedule the same-size room with the same meeting pattern.  

Missing Data

Leaving off the requested room capacity or a class is missing in a combination.

Infeasible Request

This occurs when the requested room capacity does not match the enrollment capacity. 

Invalid Meeting Pattern

Errors with meeting days and times (e.g., 12 am-12 am) will disqualify.

Improper Room Characteristic Code

Every in-person class should be assigned Room Characteristic Codes 31 (DSC) or 32 (CSC). Make sure the
code is correct. For a CSC use Facility ID 999-RMRQST and Room Characteristic Code 32. 

Please email RCS to review the situation and decide what adjustments are needed before submitting a Section Form.
If more in-depth help is needed, RCS offers Resolution Week appointments to address room request needs.

Review the Resource Guide linked below to troubleshoot the different scenarios and solutions for when a Centrally
Scheduled Classroom is not assigned.

RESOURCE GUIDE: UNDERSTANDING OPTIMIZATION

https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=1445906d53452fb40a9717a46e7694226ea5005df7ffcec8cf011c93724d272040d9055c2d11d9aba35db0157478ef504f734ac54b70d681
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=1445906d53452fb40c0fb7de0d2596d320449bdee368ba720da3e9375be3e25befc8988a97c0e95eaedb674936bba745d4316c386a0d1fb4
mailto:rcshelp@arizona.edu%20%20?subject=
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=1445906d53452fb40a9717a46e7694226ea5005df7ffcec8cf011c93724d272040d9055c2d11d9aba35db0157478ef504f734ac54b70d681


VIEW ALL RCS SCHEDULING TIPS

CLASSROOM SPOTLIGHT

Chemistry (CHEM) 138

Capacity: 64 

Features: Chemistry 138 is a mid-sized, Collaborative
Learning Space (CLS) classroom with enhanced technology
that is specially designed to support group work. CHEM
138 is equipped with enhanced video and audio
equipment to capture students and instructors speaking
throughout the classroom. Plus, the classroom includes
added personal-sized whiteboards to increase
collaboration. 

To reach CHEM 138, students pass through the newly
renovated, accessible mall entrance of the Chemistry
building which creates a welcoming environment for
students to gather and study between classes. With the
addition of a mezzanine level, all floors of the Chemistry
building are accessible from the main entrance via stairs
and elevators.

https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=1445906d53452fb42a224e0f805ad3da6f99232e783f24854a906009230f6d6f2f36544c4c56e4994fa9202b5f8e4ef6a0eba8757217a062
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=1445906d53452fb42a224e0f805ad3da6f99232e783f24854a906009230f6d6f2f36544c4c56e4994fa9202b5f8e4ef6a0eba8757217a062
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=1445906d53452fb4c7813a7df6d187f90cd9bbda8d8ae4d26697435eea84dfa96f5a5dac1929fe2e18723292ea7f0d0bc2527ed1cd3c04f5
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=1445906d53452fb45937113ff87cc8d2f3d1255d2f8ae3b30afffd643574ceb987db6f195c839973066e75e9716096d11d4a992d7a779b5d
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=1445906d53452fb45937113ff87cc8d2f3d1255d2f8ae3b30afffd643574ceb987db6f195c839973066e75e9716096d11d4a992d7a779b5d




Academic Affairs has outlined how some class sections will naturally benefit from the innovations available in a CLS
classroom (such as CHEM 138), while other class sections are best suited for traditional classrooms. See the Scheduling
Tip in this issue for more information on how to request a CLS.

UPCOMING SCHEDULING DATES & DEADLINES

JULY

8-19
Priority Scheduling Resolution Period for Winter 2024 & Spring 2025

JULY

31

Last Day of Open Scheduling for Winter 2024 & Spring 2025

August

1-22

Optimization Processing and Clean-up for Winter 2024 & Spring 2025

View All Scheduling Dates & Deadlines
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